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	The second edition of Human-Computer Interaction established itself as one of the classic textbooks in the area, with its broad coverage and rigorous approach, this new edition builds on the existing strengths of the book, but giving the text a more student-friendly slant and improving the coverage in certain areas. The revised structure, separating out the introductory and more advanced material will make it easier to use the book on a variety of courses. This new edition now includes chapters on Interaction Design, Universal Access and Rich Interaction, as well as covering the latest developments in ubiquitous computing and Web technologies, making it the ideal text to provide a grounding in HCI theory and practice.
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Molecular Imaging Through Magnetic Resonance for Clinical OncologyCambridge University Press, 2005

	Molecular imaging represents a new medical discipline that aims at

	uncovering molecular pathways of disease by integrating cellular

	and molecular biology with diagnostic imaging1,2. It encompasses

	several of the exciting imaging modalities that are capable of

	providing critical information for early detection and progression of...
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An R and S-Plus® Companion to Multivariate Analysis (Springer Texts in Statistics)Springer, 2007

	
		Applied statisticians often need to perform analyses of multivariate data; for these they will typically use one of the statistical software packages, S-Plus or R. This book sets out how to use these packages for these analyses in a concise and easy-to-use way, and will save users having to buy two books for the job. The author is...
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A Practical Introduction to Enterprise Network and Security ManagementAuerbach Publications, 2017

	
		Computer networking and cybersecurity are challenging subjects, partly because of the constant rise and fall of related technologies and IT paradigms. As the title implies, much focus of this book is on providing the audience with practical, as well as, theoretical knowledge necessary to build a solid ground for a successful...
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Scala Cookbook: Recipes for Object-Oriented and Functional ProgrammingO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Save time and trouble when using Scala to build object-oriented, functional, and concurrent applications. With more than 250 ready-to-use recipes and 700 code examples, this comprehensive cookbook covers the most common problems you’ll encounter when using the Scala language, libraries, and tools. It’s ideal not only for...
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Curves and SingularitiesCambridge University Press, 1985
The object of this book is to introduce to a new generation of students an area of mathematics that has received a tremendous impetus during the last twenty years or so from developments in singularity theory.

The differential geometry of curves, families of curves and surfaces in Euclidean space has fascinated mathematicians and users...
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Fundamentals of Probability and Statistics for EngineersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
This book was written for an introductory one-semester or two-quarter course in probability and statistics for students in engineering and applied sciences. No previous knowledge of probability or statistics is presumed but a good understanding of calculus is a prerequisite for the material.

The development of this book was guided by a...
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